A walkthrough for Chapter 4: When Courage Fails in Hyrule Warriors: Age of Calamity for the Nintendo Switch. When Courage Fails maps, main enemies and battlefield materials, locations of Korok seeds and treasure chests, how to unlock, as well as rewards for completing this battle can be found in this guide. List of Contents. When Courage Fails Overview. Topple both trees marked on your map using Remote Bombs to block their path. 5. Head for the escape point and topple another tree nearby. 6. Protect Zelda from the attacking monsters until she recovers. 7. Clear the escape route for Zelda. Activate the relic at the end of the path. 8. See what’s new with book lending at the Internet Archive. When Courage Fails. Overview. Topple both trees marked on your map using Remote Bombs to block their path. 5. Head for the escape point and topple another tree nearby. 6. Protect Zelda from the attacking monsters until she recovers. 7. Clear the escape route for Zelda. Activate the relic at the end of the path. 8. See what’s new with book lending at the Internet Archive. Treasure hunt: shipwreck, diving, and the quest for treasure in an age of heroes. Item Preview. remove-circle. Treasure hunt: shipwreck, diving, and the quest for treasure in an age of heroes. by. Earle, Peter, 1937. Quests are challenges that can have rewards for completing them, such as Common, Rare, Legendary Mythical, and Ultimate weapons and/or armor. Completing some of these quests also awards a Game Badge. You can see many types of quests. Below are some examples: \[n\] represents number, \[boss\] represents a boss, \[mob\] represents a mob. Defeat \[n\] monsters. Defeat \[boss\] \[n\] times. Loot \[n\] treasure chests. Use ability \[n\] times. Sell \[n\] items. Complete \[n\] dungeons. Level up \[n\] times. Pick up \[n\] medkits.